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ABSTRACT 

Firstly, generalized sum and generalized connected sum of topological spaces 
have been defined and then some of the important properties of these generalized 
sums are studied in this paper. In a special case when the generalized sum 

nXX ++L1  is arcwise connected, the fundamental group )( 1 nXX ++Lπ  
has been determined in that situation. 
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1. Introduction  
 Sum is an important and a particular tool to construct new spaces. 
Properties of spaces and surfaces obtained by making a number of sums and 
connected sums are studied by many mathematicians. Recently, a very few of 
types of particular sums and connected sums of spaces have been studied in 
[1] and [2]. A sum of two topological spaces has been defined and studied 
also by S. Majumdar and M. Assaduzzaman in [3]. In this paper, the 
definition of sum for topological spaces is to be generalized and then some 
properties of this generalized sum are studied. Finally, the fundamental group 
of the constructed generalized sum is discussed also in a particular case.   
 
2. Necessary definitions  
 For any two topological spaces (X, T1) and (Y, T2), their sum YX +  is the 
space ( YXYX +=∪ , T), where T is the topology generated by 21 TT ∪ . 
Generalizing this definition, one can define that the sum nXX ++L1 , called 
the generalized sum, is the topological space ),( 1 TXX n∪∪L  where, ),( 11 TX , 

),( 22 TX , … , ),( nn TX  are topological spaces and the topology T is generated 
by nTT ∪∪ LL1 . In other words, =++= nXXX LL1  nXX ∪∪ LL1  
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}.{ 1 iin TUUU ∈∪∪= LL  If all the iX ’s are open subspaces of X, X is 

called usual extension of the iX ’s. A usual extension exists if (i) 

nXX ∩∩ LL1 is open in each iX ’s, and (ii) the class of all intersections 
of iX ’s with the open sets in jX ’s is identical with the class of intersections of 

jX ’s  with the open sets in iX ’s for any pair of distinct indices i and j. 

Topological spaces ),( 11 TX , ),( 22 TX , …… , ),( nn TX  are called compatible 
for sum if they completely satisfy (i) and (ii). Similarly, the connected sum in [2] 
can be generalized and this generalized connected sum can be denoted 
by .##1 nXX L  
 
 A topological space X is said to be locally compact at a point x if there is 
some open set U containing x whose closure U  is compact. The space is 
locally compact if it is locally compact at each of its points. A space X is said 
to be locally connected at a point x if for every open set U containing x there 
is a connected open set V containing x and contained in U. The space is 
locally connected if it is locally connected at each of its points. For two 
points x, y in a topological space X, a path joining x and y is a continuous map 

Xf →]1,0[: such that xf =)0( , yf =)1( . The space X is path connected if any 
two points of X can be joined by a path.  
 
 Let X be a topological spaces and Xx ∈0 . A loop at 0x is a continuous map 

XIf →: such that 0)1()0( xff == . Two loops f and g at 0x are said to be 
homotopic, written gf ≅ , if there exists a continuous map XIIF →×: such 
that )()),0(( tftF =  and )()),1(( tgtF =  for each It ∈ . Then ≅  is an 
equivalence relation on the set of loops at 0x . We denote the equivalence class of 
f by [f]. A multiplication is defined on these equivalence classes by [g][f]=[g∗ f], 

where ttfg 2))(( =∗ when 
2
10 ≤≤ t and ttfg 21))(( −=∗  when 1

2
1

≤≤ t . 

This multiplication is well defined and is associative. If 1 denotes the constant 
map XI →:1  with 0)(1 xt = , for each It ∈ , then [1][f]=[f][1]=[f], and if 

XIg →:  is the loop given by g(t)= f(1-t), then [f][g]=[g][f]=[1]. Thus the 
equivalence classes of the loops at 0x  form a group. This group is called the 
fundamental group of X with base point at 0x  and it is usually denoted by 

),( 0xXπ . 
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 If X is path connected, then ),(),( 10 xXxX ππ ≅  for every pair of points 0x  
and 1x in X. In this situation, we write )(Xπ  to denote the fundamental group of 
X without mentioning the base point. For example: If 1SX =  the unit circle, 
then =)(Xπ Z, the set of integers. 
  
 Let }:{ IiGi ∈ be a collection of groups, and assume there is given for each 
index i , a homomorphism iϕ  of iG  into a fixed group G. We say that G  is the 
free product of the groups iG  with respect to the homomorphisms iϕ  if and only 
if the following condition holds: 
 For any group H  and any homomorphisms IiHGii ∈→ ,:ϕ , there is a 
group homomorphism HGf →: such that ii fϕψ = for each Ii∈ .  
 
3. Some Properties of nXX ++L1 and nXX ##1 L  
Theorem 1. Let X1, ….., Xn be compact spaces, then the generalized sum 

nXX ++L1  is compact. 
Proof. Let }{ αG  be any open cover of nXX ++L1 . Then }{ αG  is also an open 
cover of each Xi  since each Xi can be considered as the subspace of nXX ++L1  

Since each Xi is compact, there exists a finite sub-cover }{ i
i

Gα  of each Xi. Then 

clearly }{
1

i
n

i
j

GαU
=

is also an open finite sub-cover of nXX ++L1 . Hence the 

theorem.   
 
Lemma 2. If X is locally compact and Y, a closed subspace of X then Y is locally 
compact. 
Proof. Let Yy∈ . Since Xy∈  and X is locally compact, there exists an open set 

V in X such that Vy∈  and V  is compact in X. Then YV ∩  is open in Y and 

.YVy ∩∈  Let }{ αW  be an open cover of  YYV )( ∩  in Y. Then, for allα , 

,YUW ∩= αα  for some αU  which is open in X. Thus }{ αU  is an open cover of 

YYV )( ∩   in X. Since XYV )( ∩  is a closed subset of V  in X, XYV )( ∩  is 
compact in X. Hence there exist 

n
UU αα LL

1
 such that 

.)(
1 n

UUYV Y αα ∪∪⊆∩ LL  Hence
n

WWYV Y αα ∪∪⊆∩ LL
1

)( . 
Therefore Y is locally compact. 
 Applying this theorem directly to the generalized sum nXX ++L1 , we 
certainly get the following result: 
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Theorem 3. If nXX ++L1  is locally compact, then each of the iX ’s is locally 
compact.  
 Since each Xi is a subspace of nXX ++L1 , so from a standard result it follows 
that: 
 
Theorem 4. nXX ++L1  is connected if and only if each Xi ),,1( ni L=  is 
connected provided that Φ≠∩∩ nXX L1 . 
 
Theorem 5. If Xi’s are locally connected then the sum nXX ++L1 is locally 
connected. 
Proof. Let ∑∈ iXz . If W is an open set in nXX ⊕⊕L1 with Wz∈ , then 

nUUW ∪∪= L1  with each Ui open in the corresponding Xi  respectively. If 

Uz∈ , there exists connected open set /
iU  in Xi (i=1, 2, …, n) with /

iUz∈ . Since 
/

iU ’s are open in nXX ⊕⊕L1 , so  the statement of the theorem holds. 
 
Lemma 6. If X is locally connected and R is an equivalence relation on X, then the 

quotient space 
R
X

 is locally connected. 

Proof. Let 
R
XX →:π  denote the mapping given by xclsx =)(π  .Then π  is 

continuous, open and onto. Let Xx∈ , and let U  be an open set in 
R
X

 such 

that Uxcls ∈ . Then )(UU π= , for some open set U in X such that Ux∈ . 
Since X is locally connected, there exists a connected open set U ′  in X such 

that Ux ′∈ . Then, )(U ′π  is a connected open set in 
R
X

 and )(Uxcls ′∈π . 

Hence 
R
X

 is locally connected. 

 
 Let Xi’s be locally connected spaces. Since from the definition of 

connected sum in [2], it can be written 
R

XX
XX n

n
∪∪

=
L

L 1
1 ## , 

where R is an equivalence relation defined as in the definition in [2]. Thus 
by the theorem 5 and lemma 6, it is clear that nXX ##1 L  is locally 
connected. Hence we have the following results: 
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Theorem 7. (i) If Xi’s ),,1( ni L=  are locally connected, then nXX ##1 L  is 
also locally connected. 
                      (ii) If Xi’s ),,1( ni L= are path connected, then nXX ##1 L  is 
path connected. 
 

 
4. Fundamental Group of nXX ++L1   
 Sometimes a group, named the fundamental group, is associated with a 
topological space. It is topological invariant and serves to classify spaces to 
some degree. We shall now study with the problem that how one can find the 
fundamental group of the generalized sum nXX ++L1  of n compatible 
topological spaces. To do this we recall the well known and famous theorem 
of H. Seifert and E. Van Kampen. This theorem asserts that, if U and V are 
both open sets of arcwise connected space X so that VUX ∪= , and VU ∩  
is nonempty connected, then the fundamental group )(Xπ of X is completely 
determined by the following ways:  
For group homeomorphisms )()(:1 UVU ππϕ →∩ , )()(:2 VVU ππϕ →∩ ; 
there must exist group homomorphisms )()(:1 XU ππψ → , 

)()(:2 XV ππψ →  and )()(: XVU ππψ →∩  such that ψϕψϕψ == 2211 , 
where 2121 ,,, ψψϕϕ  and ψ  are induced by inclusion maps. In other words, 

)(Xπ  is the possible freest group so that the above conditions are satisfied. Now 
we suppose that the fundamental groups )( iXπ  of the arcwise connected spaces 

iX (i = 1, 2, … , n) for which Φ≠∩∩ nXX L1  are known then 
)( 1 nXX ++Lπ  can be found in the following sense:  

 Since nXX ,,1 L  are arcwise connected open subspaces of nXX ++L1  
such that nXX ∩∩L1  is also non-empty connected and 

nn XXXX ∪∪=++ LL 11 , so by Seifert-Van Kampen theorem 
)( 1 nXX ++Lπ  is the possible freest group so that the following are true: 

 For group homomorphisms niXXX ini ,,1),()(: 1 LL =→∩∩ ππϕ ; 
there must exist group homomorphisms )()(: 1 nii XXX ++→ Lππψ , and 

)()(: 11 nn XXXX ++→∩∩ LLL ππψ  such that ψϕψ =ii , where 

ii ψϕ ,  and ψ  are induced by inclusion maps. 
 Therefore the Seifert-Van Kampen theorem for the sum nXX ++L1 can be 
stated more precisely in the following form: 
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Theorem 8. Let nXX ,,1 L  be path connected compatible spaces such that 
Φ≠∩∩ nXX L1  and are path connected also. If H be a group and ρ , 

),,1( nii L=ρ  are any homomorphisms such that the diagram  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
is commutative where the homomorphisms iϕ  are induced by the inclusion maps. 
Then there exists a unique homomorphism HXX n →++ )(: 1 Lπσ such that 
the following three diagrams are commutative: 

 and       
where iψψ ,  are also homomorphisms induced by inclusion maps. 
  
 Thus the fundamental group )( 1 nXX ++Lπ of the generalized sum 

nXX ++L1  is determined through the last theorem. From the expression of 
the theorem shown by the diagrams, it can be stated that the group 

)( 1 nXX ++Lπ  is generated by the union of the images )]([ λλ πψ X , where 
2,1=λ , …, n. The above result yields us immediately the following corollary. 

 

ρ H

σ  

ψ
)(∑ iXπ  

)( iX∩π  )( iXπ  

iρ  H 

σ  

iψ  
)(

i
X∑π  

2ρ  2ϕ  
ρ

)( 2Xπ  

nϕ  

)( iX∩π  

)( 1Xπ

)( nXπ

H

1ϕ 1ρ
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Corollary. If  1)( =∩∩ ni XX Lπ  i.e., if ni XX ∩∩L  is simply 
connected, then )( ni XX ∩∩Lπ  is the free product of the )( iXπ ’s under 
the homomorphisms iψ ’s i.e., )()()( 1 nni XXXX πππ ∗∗=++ LL , where * 
denotes the free product. 
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